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＊ All programs are subject to change without notice.

Organized by
Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 
Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo / Arts Council Tokyo  
(Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation for History and Culture)０１

MOT Satell i te  2018 FALL - To become a narrative
October  20  (Sat )  －  November  18  (Sun)  2018
Open every  Fr iday ,  Saturday ,  Sunday and Nat iona l  Ho l iday  f rom 11:00-18:00
Venue   Var ious  loca t ions  in  K iyosumi -sh i rakawa Admiss ion   Free  

“MOT Satellite” is an endeavor to take the activities of Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo (MOT) outside—into 
surrounding neighborhoods—while its building is closed for renovation. By holding artist exhibits and projects at local 
shops and historical sites, “MOT Satellite” is rediscovering the richness and charm of its district. 
Kiyosumi-shirakawa—a district crossing old and new cultures. Rich in traditional atmosphere and waterside scenery is 
left since Edo period, Kiyosumi-shirakawa is currently becoming a lively district of cafes and art galleries. In these 
environs, MOT has actively presented Japanese and international contemporary art since its founding in 1995. 
This time, we are holding our third Satellite, “MOT Satellite 2018 Fall.” Its theme—“To become a narrative.” To build 
momentum towards MOT’s Grand Reopening in late March 2019, we will seek even deeper relationship with the district 
and its people. Artists and researchers active in diverse fields are directly involving themselves in Kiyosumi-shirakawa and 
surrounding areas, with result that dialogue has been born and, out of that dialogue, artworks and related programs have 
been created. Through their artworks and projects, the district’s memory is reawakening in the form of “narrative,” and a 
vital portrait of the district is emerging. We invite you to stroll about, enjoy contact with artworks, and see the displays. 

The main exhibits will be installed in 7 “MOT Spaces” established in district hubs and former factory sites. As you explore 
the streets, please also visit our small-scale “MOT Spots” exhibits set inside coffee roasteries and cafes and on shopping 
streets. Then, be sure not to miss the colorful activities of our “Local Partner” galleries and museums in the district. 
Note: See the museum website (www.mot-art-museum.jp) for the most recent information postings.

Yeondoo Jung  /  Aiko Miyanaga  /  Nozomi Suzuki  /  Chika Higashi  /  Hiroshi Shimura  /  Dennis Oppenheim 
from the collection of Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo [ MOT ]  /  Hirose Tanikawa Narumi Lab., The University 
of Tokyo × DNP AR Project  /  Kiyosumi-shirakawa project, Art Media Center, Tokyo University of the Arts  /  
The group of optical il lusion block workshop  /  Noramoji Project  /  Heartbeat Picnic / J-style wellbeing 
project (*1)  /  Tetsuwari Albatrossket (*2)                     *1  Talk & Workshop     *2  Theater Performances

About MOT Satellite

Artists・Project
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Artworks Born from Exchange between Artists and District, and Artists and People
New film works by Yeondoo Jung, created through exchange with Kiyosumi-shirakawa area residents,
will be presented along with new installations by Aiko Miyanaga, who visualizes the effects of time in a 
place, and Nozomi Suzuki, who uses photography to evoke the memory reposing in objects. 

Artworks That Meld with the Town’s Scenery
Chika Higashi works will fuse with a building and meld with the local townscape. Also appearing — Hiroshi 
Shimura works that inject incongruity into accustomed scenery. 

A Collected Work, Displayed in a part of the Town Spaces
This time, an artwork in the MOT Collection normally only viewable at the museum will be displayed in a 
town space. A new viewing experience in an everyday context.

Tour Kiyosumi-shirakawa—through Participatory Displays
Artists and researchers at educational bodies will examine Kiyosumi-shirakawa and surrounding area 
f rom d iverse ang les  in  technology-suppor ted pro jec ts ,  inc lud ing par t ic ipatory  d isp lays.  As an 
“art museum closely responsive to its district,” MOT will create opportunities for exploring overlooked 
neighborhoods in Kiyosumi-shirakawa by holding exhibits and workshops in joint with universities, ahead 
of its grand reopening. 

"MOT Satellite 2018 FALL" Highlights

Reference Image :  
MOT Satellite 2017 FALL
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Yeondoo Jung
Born in Jinju, Korea in 1969. By creating a fantasy in which “real” and “virtual” interplay, through photo and 
video, Yeondoo Jung casts light on the dreams people embrace and the small events in their l ives. His 
numerous exhibitions include “Korean Pavilion, Venice Biennale” (2005, Venice, Italy), “Memories of You - 
Artist of the Year 2007” (2007, National Museum of Contemporary Art, Korea), “Just Like the Road across 
the Earth” (2014, Contemporary Art Gallery, Art Tower Mito, Japan).

 Exhibit                                                                                                                         MOT Space C
Yeondoo Jung creates artworks through communication with people. For this exhibition, he has created a film 
work from his interchange with Kiyosumi-shirakawa area residents. Connecting the diverse memories of 
people of all generations, he weaves in local culture fostered here since the Edo period to animate a plotless 
narrative. 

Aiko Miyanaga
Born in Kyoto in 1974. Aiko Miyanaga has won attention with works that give visual form to time by revealing 
the traces of its passing. Her works are characterized by naphthalene forms modeled on everyday objects 
and installations created using salt. She was awarded first “Nissan Art Award” Grand Prize.” Her major 
solo exhibitions include “Nakasora – The Reason for Eternity” (2012, National Museum of Art, Osaka) and 
“between waxing and waning,” (2017, Ohara Museum of Art – yurinso). 

 Exhibit                                                                                                                         MOT Space F
In a former bookbinding factory, Miyanaga wil l  create an instal lat ion of sculptures modeled on motifs 
symbolizing traces of the location’s past. On receiving visual form, the past time in that place and day-by-day 
accumulation of memories there will begin marking time anew as an artwork.  

Nozomi Suzuki
Born in Saitama prefecture in 1983. After majoring in painting at Tokyo Zokei University, Nozomi Suzuki 
studied photography independently. She is currently pursuing her doctorate at Tokyo University of the Arts. 
Her recent exhibit ions include “Photographs of Innocence and of Experience: Contemporary Japanese 
Photography vol. 14” (2017, Tokyo Photographic Art Museum) and “NEW VISION SAITAMA 5  The Emerging 
Body” (2016, The Museum of Modern Art, Saitama). She received the VOCA Encouragement Prize at THE 
VISION OF CONTEMPORARY ART 2016 and is doing research overseas in England for the Pola Art 
Foundation in 2018. 

 Exhibit                                                                                    MOT Space D・G / MOT Spot
In neighborhoods around the art museum, she has photographed the traces of recorded memory reposing in 
objects, as well as fragments of town scenery, for printing onto window glass and other existent features of 
the locality. Capturing everyday scenes and drawing them into abstraction in a photograph, she employs the 
material and chemical reactions of silver-halide photography to give visual form, as vestiges of light, to the 
memory reposing in those objects. 

Artists・Project

・ ・
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Chika Higashi
Born in Nagasaki prefecture in 1981. After studying clothing and accessories, Chika Higashi worked as a 
designer’s assistant. She thereafter began to paint pictures. Shifting to umbrella fabric as a support for her 
paintings, she studied how to make umbrellas. She currently creates umbrellas, painting pictures on them 
one at a time. In 2010, she opened the one-of-a-kind umbrella store, Coci la elle.

 Exhibit                                                                                                                      MOT Spot
Higashi’ s paint ings, twice featured as the MOT Satel l i te’ s main image, are closely identif ied with the 
Satell ite. This time, she will go farther in displaying her work outside. Installations that meld with local 
townscapes and evoke their distinctive mood wil l express the town in bright colors. 

Hiroshi Shimura
Born in 1949. Raised in Tokyo’ s Fukagawa, Hiroshi Shimura graduated from Tokyo University of Education 
(art faculty) and completed his doctorate course there (Master of Fine Arts). Relocating to England in 1975, 
he studied design, printing, and reproduction at Cambridgeshire College of Arts and Technology. He has 
held numerous solo exhibitions of silkscreen prints, photographic and film works while commuting between 
Japan and England. Since the 1990s, he has also created film works for television program production and 
planetariums, and provided photographs for Cambridge University’ s 800th anniversary commemorative book. 
His main solo exhibitions include “Grantchester Meadows” (2010, The Shoto Museum of Art, Tokyo). In 2011, 
he established the art space “Grantchester House” in Kiyosumi-shirakawa.

 Exhibit                                                                                                                         MOT Space B
Shimura ’ s  a r t  wor ld ,  rang ing  f rom works  commut ing  be tween the  1960s  and  today  in  scenes  o f 
Kiyosumi-shirakawa and England to frames of f ish-eye photography, wil l  be explored under the theme 
“journey through film space.” The artist will create an exhibit space that evokes the fun of time travel, taking 
viewers back to camera obscura, a starting point for film technology, and Magic Lanterns(slide projector), 
which evolved and flourished in stages from the 17th century, to reaffirm their connection with today’ s 
projection culture.

Dennis Oppenheim from the collection of Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo [ MOT]
Born in 1938 in Washington State, USA. Died in 2011. Dennis Oppenheim in the late 1960s helped create 
the “Land Art” and “Body Art” movements as a critical development of Minimalism. He thereafter explored in 
artworks the use of elements rejected by modern art and opened a pathway to conceptual art.

 Exhibit                                                                                                                         MOT Space E
A film work in the MOT Collection* leaps from the “white cube” of the museum into a town space for viewing 
in an everyday context, thus created a new viewing experience. Dennis Oppenheim’ s video works record his 
own physical actions, undertaken as a performance. Thus, the process itself of performing transitory actions 
becomes the artwork.

＊Through some 5,000 pieces, the MOT Collection covers wide-ranging art genres dating from the modern to contemporary periods, 
including works evidencing the developmental flow of Japanese post-war art from revolutionary pre-war trends to contemporary art practices.

・
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Hirose Tanikawa Narumi Lab., The University of Tokyo × DNP AR Project
A research project conducted by Hirose Tanikawa Narumi Lab.* and DNP(Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd.) 
concerning support for viewer activities at art museums. For this year’s MOT Satellite, the Lab will present 
results of joint research in an exhibit of “district” theme.

* Formed of Dr. Michitaka Hirose, Dr. Tomohiro Tanikawa, and Dr. Takuji Narumi. As a laboratory of the 
Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Universi ty of Tokyo, they are researching 
interface technology on an international level, starting with virtual reality technology (VR).

 Exhibit                                                                                                                         MOT Space A
U n d e r  t h e  t i t l e  “ W i n d o w  t o  t h e  P a s t ,  K i y o s u m i - s h i r a k a w a , ”  Y o s h i t o m o  S u z u k i ,  o w n e r  o f  t h e 
Kiyosumi-shirakawa music studio “Suzuki Studio 1” and virtual real i ty researchers (Hirose Tanikawa 
Narumi Lab.) have linked up to present a “Window to the Past” that blends Showa-period and present-day 
scenic photography of Koto ward using Artificial Reality (AR). The work spotlights the 1964 Olympic torch 
relay and present-day townscapes. 
Developed by Shigeo Yoshida(Assistant Professor, The University of Tokyo), Isamu Ohashi, Toshiyuki 
Numata and Hiroaki Yata(The University of Tokyo)

Kiyosumi- shirakawa project, Art Media Center, Tokyo University of the Arts
As a shared facility, the Art Media Center at Tokyo University of the Arts Ueno Campus provides information 
technology to all the university’s campuses (Ueno, Toride, Yokohama, Senju, and Nara) for conferences and 
workshops using information media and fabrication equipment. Continuing from last year’s MOT Satell i te, 
students and faculty of many departments will this time undertake exhibits and workshops in joint with the 
district.

 Exhibit                                                                                                                         MOT Space A
Registered students of “Media Art Programming I / II” wil l  display some 15 short f i lms produced using 
computer lingual processing, on the theme of “setting narrative in motion,” along with computer graphics 
animation works by their supervising instructor, Atsushi Tadokoro.*

* Atsushi Tadokoro: Born in 1972. Creative Coder. Instructor of the Tokyo University of the Arts “Media Art 
Programming” course. Creates music works of sound synthesis using algorithms and performs Live Coding of 
sound and video on laptop computer. In recent years, has produced installation works fusing sound and film. 
Has exhibited at Ars Electronica and Tokyo University of the Art Chinretsukan Gallery. 
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The group of optical illusion block workshop
A group* of researchers and designers of many fields who are holding workshops using the optical illusion 
block. The optical illusion blocks are a means of producing trompe–l’oeil-type optical illusions in conjunction 
with surface patterns. A 3D object, consisting of optical illusion blocks causes illusions of different strengths, 
which is varied by different combinations of blocks and viewing angles.

* A group formed by Tomoko Ohtani (Art Media Center, Tokyo University of the Arts) and Kazushi Maruya 
(NTT Communication Science Laboratories) researching methods of enjoying the world of optical illusion.

 Exhibit                                                                                                                         MOT Space A
Parents, children and other workshop participants will use the optical illusion block to create futuristic and 
nostalgic buildings on a large map of the Kiyosumi-shirakawa and MOT museum area. A variety of hands-on 
educational workshops will also be held during the Satellite period.  

Noramoji Project
A project  of  rediscover ing the charm of  d is t inct ive Japanese fonts seen on weathered s igns in o ld 
neighborhoods, undertaken by Rintaro Shimohama, Naoki Nishimura, and Shinya Wakaoka. Under the 
name “Noramoji,” the project takes a three-step approach: discovery    analysis    font creation. This time, 
project members will hold an exhibit and workshops on “noramoji” to celebrate the odd cuteness and human 
warmth of the hand-drawn characters, whose folksy charm looks at home on their weathered materials.

 Exhibit                                                                      Various location in MOT Space / MOT Spot
Planned are  workshops and a  s tamp ra l l y  us ing  the  “K iyosumi -sh i rakawa tu l ip  fon t ”  co l lec ted in  
K iyosumi -sh i rakawa dur ing  las t  year ’s  MOT Sate l l i te ,  wh ich  is  d isp layed on “ N o r a m o j i  t - s h i r t s ”  
and in  a  v ideo ins ta l la t ion .
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Heartbeat Picnic / J-style wellbeing project 
A project  of  ta lks and workshops held by a diverse range of  members that  includes global ly  act ive 
researchers and art ists. “J-sty le wel lbeing project ” * is an endeavor to think about each individual ’ s 
“we l lbe ing”  and  happ iness .  “Hear tbea t  P icn ic ”  i s  a  workshop  o f  the  p ro jec t  us ing  a  box  dev ice ,  
p laced on a palm, that  s imulates the exper ience of  touching the heartbeat  and helps one feel  and 
understand one’s own and other people’s “ l i fe.”   

Heartbeat Picnic: Junji Watanabe (NTT Communication Science Laboratories), Yui Kawaguchi (dancer, 
choreographer) ,  Kyosuke Sakakura (Tokyo Ci ty Univers i ty) ,  and Hideyuki  Ando (Osaka Universi ty)
J-style wellbeing project: Hideyuki Ando (Osaka Un ivers i t y ), Kyosuke Sakakura (Tokyo City University), 
Junj i  Watanabe (NTT Communicat ion Science Laborator ies),  Dominque Chen (Waseda Universi ty) ,
Kazuma Aoyama(The University of Tokyo) 

*This project is a part of outreach activities of “Development and Dissemination of Information Technology 
Guidelines for Promoting Japanese-style Wellbeing,” a research and development field of JST Strategic Base 
Research Programs (social technology research and development) “Human and Information Ecosystem.” 

 Talk & Workshop
Heartbeat Picnic @ Kiyosumi-shirakawa
Date　November 17 (Sat) 
Venue　Ryutokuzan Kougenkyouji Unkouin [ 2-17-14 Miyoshi, Koto-ku, Tokyo]
Capacity　Talk: 50 people, Workshop: 25 people
＊Japanese only.

Tetsuwari Albatrossket
A performance group formed in 1997 at Miyanaga Hall in Nezu, Tokyo featuring a repertoire of skits, music, 
and dance, presented with rapid fire delivery. The group currently enjoys a strong following among people 
of all ages and genders. Their performances, evocative in mood of Yose (vaudeville) and Misemono-goya 
(freak shows), draw audiences into a crucible of nonsense and confusion.” 

 Theater Performances
Date　November  3 (Sat・national holiday ), 4(Sun)
Venue　THE FLEMING HOUSE [ 2-6-10 Miyoshi, Koto-ku, Tokyo]
＊Japanese only.

Local Partners
Don’ t miss the colorful activities of our “Local Partner” galleries and museums in the district.

Little Tokyo, MUJIN-TO Production, Satoko Oe Contemporary, HARMAS GALLERY, EARTH+GALLERY, 
ANDO GALLERY, Babaghuri,  WILD SILK MUSEUM, Fukagawa Edo Museum, GLASS-LAB, r ikashitsu 
(Sc ience  Room) ,   Basho  Museum,  Dobu tsu  shog i  ca fe  I ppuku ,  POTPURRI ,  g i f t _ l ab  GARAGE, 
KANA KAWANISHI GALLERY, LYURO GALLERY (LYURO TOKYO KIYOSUMI -THE SHARE HOTELS),  
TAP Gallery, L&HARMONY Kiyosumi-shirakawa, Coci la elle, “Onagigawa Monogatari” Film Committee,  
Tokyo Bay Art  Scenes, FUKAGAWA HITOTONARI,  Kiyosumi-shirakawa Guide (SIRABERU)
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Information
MOT Satell ite 2018 FALL – To become a narrative

Period
Days
Hours
Venues
Admission

Information Center

MOT Spot

Opening 
Hours & Days

Organized by

Supported by 

With the special
coopera t ion  o f

Sponsored by

In cooperation with

3 - 8 - 5  M i y o s h i
3 - 8 - 5  M i y o s h i
2 - 5 - 9  S h i r a k a w a
2 - 4 - 2  S h i r a k a w a
2 - 4 - 2  S h i r a k a w a
2 - 1 5 - 3  M i y o s h i
2 - 3 - 8  S h i r a k a w a

MOT Space  A
MOT Space  B
MOT Space  C
MOT Space  D
MOT Space  E
MOT Space  F
MOT Space  G

October 20 (Sat )  －  November 18 (Sun) 2018
Every Fr iday,  Saturday, Sunday and Nat ional  Hol iday
11:00-18:00
Various locat ions in Kiyosumi-shirakawa
Free 

MOT Space A      3-8-5 Miyoshi       ＊All addresses below are in Koto-ku, Tokyo.

[Shops and ca fe ,  e tc . ]
    SASAKI bldg.        Asahi photo studio        ARiSE COFFEE ENTANGLE      
    Fukagawa Library        SATKAR        Zentokuji

Hello Dial +81-3-5777-8600  (7days a week between 8:00-22:00)  
Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo +81-3-5633-5860  (Weekdays between 9:30-18:00) 

Tokyo Metropol i tan Government ,  Museum of Contemporary Art  Tokyo  /   Arts Counci l  Tokyo  
(Tokyo Metropol i tan Foundat ion for History and Culture )

Koto Ci ty,  Korean Cultural  Center Korean Embassy in Japan

Fukagawa Shiryokan Avenue Shopping Street Cooperative Society, Public Collaboration Center・
Art Media Center,  Tokyo Universi ty of  the Arts,  Hirose Tanikawa Narumi Lab.,  The Universi ty of  
Tokyo

Dai Nippon Pr int ing Co.,  Ltd.  

Del l  Japan Inc.,  The group of opt ical  i l lusion block workshop, General  Incorporated Associat ion 
Koto  Ci ty  Tour ism Assoc ia t ion,Graduate  School  o f  Regiona l  Po l icy  Des ign. ,Hose i  Un ivers i ty ,  
K o t o  c i t y  c u l t u r a l  t o u r i s m  g u i d e  s e c r e t a r i a t ,  F u k a g a w a  L i b r a r y ,  F u k a g a w a  E d o  M u s e u m , 
M o t o k a g a  E l e m e n t a r y  S c h o o l ,  M o t o k a g a  E l e m e n t a r y  S c h o o l  J a p a n e s e  D r u m  C l u b ,  Asah i  
pho to  s tud io ,  Sh i rakawa 2-chome Town Counc i l ,  Basho Museum,  GRANTCHESTER HOUSE, 
Ryutokuzan Kougenkyouj i  Unkouin,  SASAKI Co. ,L td. ,  THE FLEMING HOUSE, ARiSE COFFEE 
ENTANGLE, SATKAR, TEAPOND, Namekawa Joinery Firm, Zentokuj i  and more

Sanct ioned Event of  the 21st Japan Media Arts Fest ival

Hiromi Ki tazawa
Yeondoo Jung  /   Aiko Miyanaga  /   Nozomi Suzuki   /   Chika Higashi   /   Dennis Oppenheim from 
the col lect ion of  Museum of Contemporary Art  Tokyo [ MOT ]  /   Tetsuwari  Albatrossket

Tomoe Moriyama
Hiroshi  Shimura  /   Hi rose Tanikawa Narumi Lab. ,The Univers i ty  of  Tokyo × DNP AR Project   /   
Kiyosumi-shirakawa project, Art Media Center, Tokyo University of the Arts  /  The group of optical  
i l lusion block workshop  /   Noramoj i  Project   /   Heartbeat Picnic / J-sty le wel lbeing project

Exhibit ion curators

Every Fr iday,  Saturday, Sunday and Nat ional  Hol iday
11:00-18:00

Opening 
Hours & Days

f

Inquir ies

MOT Space [ M a i n  V e n u e s ]  

Vary according to each place.
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Exhibition area

3-8-5 Miyoshi

3-8-5 Miyoshi

2-5-9 Shirakawa

2-4-2 Shirakawa

2-4-2 Shirakawa

2-15-3 Miyoshi

2-3-8 Shirakawa

3-4-16 Kiyosumi

1-5-7 Miyoshi

3-1-3 Kiyosumi

3-3-39 Kiyosumi

3-8-7 Miyoshi

2-16-7 Miyoshi

MOT Space  Ａ

MOT Space  Ｂ

MOT Space  Ｃ

MOT Space  Ｄ

MOT Space  Ｅ

MOT Space  Ｆ

MOT Space  Ｇ

MOT S p o t

MOT S p o t

MOT S p o t

MOT S p o t

MOT S p o t

MOT S p o t

Information Center（MOT Space A） 3-8-5 Miyoshi

＊All addresses below are in Koto city, Tokyo.

f

f

MOT
Space

MOT
Space

MOT
Space

MOT
Space Information

Center

MOT
Space

MOT
Space

MOT
Space

ARiSE COFFEE
ENTANGLE

Fukagawa Library

Fukagawa
Edo Museum

SASAKI bldg.

Exit

L itt le Tokyo

Asahi photo studio

Zentokuj i

SATKAR

Ryutokuzan
Unkouin

Museum 
of Contemporary 
Art Tokyo <closed>

Kiba Park

Exit

Onag i  gawa R iver
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 H
a n zomon L ine

Tokyo Metro Hanzomon Line
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K iyosu-bashi Dori Avenue

T
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K iyosumi
Gardens

Kiyosumi-Teien
(Kiyosumi Gardens)

K i yosumi  Sh i rakawa Stat ion

Fukagawa Shiryokan Avenue
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PR IMAGES
We have 8 PR images for the members of the press for the sole purpose 
of creating or supporting timely news stories related to the exhibition. 

2.  Aiko Miyanaga     Letter      ( detail )    2013     photo by KIOKU Keizo    
          MIYANAGA Aiko     Courtesy Mizuma Art Gallery

3.  Nozomi Suzuki     Windows from the east side of the second floor 
     of the Kakinoki apartment Other Days, Other Eyes     2016 - 2017
     photo by Shinya Kigure     Courtesy rin art association

4.  Chika Higashi     Paper Palette     2018

5.  Hiroshi Shimura     Near the Koto Sunamachi Canal Railway Bridge    
     1968

6.  Noramoji Project　2013　  photo by Harumi Ikeda

7.  Tetsuwari Albatrossket　 photo by Manabu Numata 8.  MOT Satellite 2018 FALL - To become a narrative   　Main image

c
1.  Yeondoo Jung     A Girl in Tall Shoes     2018
     Courtesy CHAT, Hong Kong

＊1～ 7 :  Reference Image
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＊ All programs are subject to change without notice.

IMAGES REQUEST FORM

We have 8 PR images for the members of the press for the sole purpose of creating or supporting timely 
news stories related to the exhibition. Use of the press images for any other purpose requires the additional 
prior permission of the museum and may also require the additional prior permission of third-party rights 
holders. Obtaining these permissions is the sole responsibility of the press user. 

Press images may not be reproduced, or published by commercial stock houses or archives under any 
circumstances. 

Press images must be reproduced in their entirety, and must include the identifying information provided 
by the museum, including proprietary collection information, credit lines, copyright, and trademark notices, 
if any. Images may not be cropped, detailed, overprinted, or altered.
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E-mail add　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　TEL 

Please 　　 in the box for the image/s you request.

2.  Aiko Miyanaga      Letter  ( detail ) 2013　 photo by KIOKU Keizo　       MIYANAGA Aiko
　　　　　　　　　　　Courtesy Mizuma Art Gallery　 Reference Image

3.  Nozomi Suzuki      Windows from the east side of the second floor of the Kakinoki apartment 
                                       Other Days, Other Eyes 2016 - 2017 　 photo by Shinya Kigure   
                                       Courtesy rin art association　 Reference Image

4.  Chika Higashi      Paper Palette 2018　 Reference Image

5.  Hiroshi Shimura      Near the Koto Sunamachi Canal Railway Bridge 1968　 Reference Image

6.  Noramoji Project      Noramoji Project 2013　 photo by Harumi Ikeda　 Reference Image

7.  Tetsuwari Albatrossket      photo by Manabu Numata　 Reference Image

8.  MOT Satellite 2018 FALL - To become a narrative      Main Image 　 ＊The caption is not required.

c

1.  Yeondoo Jung      A Girl in Tall Shoes 2018　 Courtesy CHAT, Hong Kong　 Reference Image


